Abstract. Evolution of symbolic language and grammar is studied in a network model. Language is expressed by w ords, i.e. strings of symbols, which are generated by agents with their own symbolic grammar system. By deriving and accepting words, the agents communicate with each other. An agent which can derive less frequent and less acceptable words and accept words in less computational time will have higher scores. Grammars of agents can evolve b y m utationally processes, where higher scored agents have more chances to breed their osprings with improved grammar system. Complexity and diversity o f w ords increase in time. It is found that the module type evolution and the emergence of loop structure enhance the evolution. Furthermore, ensemble structure (net-grammar) emerges from interaction among individual grammar systems. A net-grammar restricts structures of individual grammar and determines their evolutionary pathway.
Introduction
Linguistic expressions are quite complex but may not be random. It is commonly a s s u m e d t h a t o n e h a s t o h a ve a n i n ternal knowledge (hereafter individual grammar) of one's language when one can derive and recognize appropriately structured expressions. On the other hand, linguistic expressions are determined and restricted by a c o m m unity o f a g e n ts. Language is used by many s p e a k ers, not just a single speaker, the language as a whole is produced through interaction among various individual grammars. In this respect, a network determining grammar may be more important for linguistic expressions than internal knowledge. An individual grammar does not have a static form but dynamically changes: it can undergo changes induced by i n teractions with physical and cultural environment or conversations with other people. We h a ve to discuss how is the grammar of a language is constructed through interaction among individual grammars and how does diversity and complexity of individual grammar evolve?
In the present paper, we will study an evolution of grammar in network through an agent model, where each agent has its own grammar and it communicates with. In our model the individual grammar is expressed by a symbolic generative grammar. When each grammar changes, the set of words it permits can change. The evolution of diversity o f s p o k en words and such generative grammars will be discussed. Adequate automaton can accept the set of words which i s accepted by a given symbolic grammar [?] . Hence the diversity o f s p o k en words of a symbolic grammar system can be studied in terms of computational ability of automata.
According to N. Chomsky, the corresponding computational ability o f s y mbolic language system is categorized into four dierent classes with respect to its grammar structure as follows [?] : type 0 phrase structure grammar type 1 context sensitive grammar type 2 context free grammar type 3 regular grammar. A grammar in an upper hierarchy class generates a larger set of wo r d s t h a n o n e s lower in the hierarchy. F or example, a word set f0 n 1 n jn 1g can not be derived by regular grammar (type 3) but can be derived by c o n text free grammar (type 2) or ones even higher in the hierarchy, where xy is a concatenation of symbol x and y and x n is n times concatenation of symbol x.
For practical situations, we have to deal with nite length of words with nite deriving processes. If we deal only with the nite set of symbols, i.e. f0 n 1 n jN n 1g, this hierarchy does not always work. In computation theory, computational time to derive words are not bounded and no ensemble eect is considered. In this paper, we study practical ability to speak and recognize words. We need to gure out what kind of grammar has the practical ability t o derive and accept words in nite time. Namely, the computational ability o f a symbolic grammar and hierarchy will be studied in an ensemble of communicating agents.
Relations between dierent levels can only be claried in a network and evolutionary context. If an upper structure in a network evolves to constrain individual grammars, we call it a net-grammar. A net-grammar system emerges from interactions between individual grammar systems rather than from one grammar system. A relationship between a net-grammar system and individual grammar systems will be discussed in this paper.
By taking each individual grammar as genotype and the set of generated words as the phenotype, we can regard a symbolic grammar system as a genetic system. In this paper, individual grammars can evolve through mutationally processes as well as genetic evolution.
Furthermore, autonomy of language is our main concern. It has been assumed that complexity of language is a mere reection of complexity in the world we live, just as complexity of living systems is said to be the reection of their complex environments. Agents try to recognize words by applying their own rules in the opposite direction. If an agent can rewrite a given word back to the symbol S within 500 rewriting steps, we say that the agent can recognize the word. The language recognized by an agent G i is denoted by L rec (G i ). Note that the inclusion rela-
holds, because of the truncation and limitation of rewriting steps.
Communication Game and Evolutionary Dynamics
We set a communication game in a network consisting of P agents. Each agent speaks in turn and each w ord is given to all the agents. Then every agent including the speaker tries to recognize the word. One time step consists of R rounds.
For each round, every agent has a opportunity to speak.
Score. Each agent is ranked by three scores; speaking, recognizing and being recognized. A word spoken by the l-th agent t o t h e m-th agent at a round c is denoted by w lm (c). The scores at round c is computed as follows:
For the factor of speaking, a score is given by p sp l (c) = jw lm (c)j=(trend + 1 ) ; for speaking a word w lm (c) 03 ;
for failing to speak any w ord ; (2) where trend is dened as the frequency of the word spoken in the last 10 time steps. An agent gets a higher value of p sp l (c) when he speaks a longer word and/or a less frequent w ord.
For the factor of recognition, a score is given by p rec
jw kl (c)j=s ; for recognizing a word spoken by k-th agent in s rewriting steps 0jw kl (c)j ; for not recognizing a word spoken by k-th agent :
A quick recognition of a long word provides a higher value of p rec k l(c).
For the factor of being recognized, a score is given by p br lm (c) = jw lm (c)j=P ; if the spoken word is recognized by a n b y l-th agent 0jw lm (c)j=P ; if the spoken word isn't recognized by l-th agent :
Mutually recognizing agents will have h i g h p br
kl . The total score in a time step is an average of a weighted sum of the three scores over R rounds: 
where r sp , r rec and r br are the respective weighting coecients. For example, if r br is given a positive value, those who can be recognized by more agents get higher scores. But if the value is set negative, being recognized is no more favorable.
randomly selected rule is replaced with its modied rule. c) deleting mutation { a randomly selected rule is deleted. The modications of the selected rule are caused by, (i) replacing a symbol of the left-hand with the other nonterminal symbol, (ii) replacing a s y m bol in the right-hand with the other nonterminal or terminal symbol, (iii) inserting a symbol in the right-hand side or (iv) deleting a symbol from the right-hand.
Adding mutation is applied to agents within the rate m add , if their scores exceed the average score. Replacing and deleting mutations are applied to all the agents within the rate of m rep and m del , respectively.
Results of Simulation
In this paper, a network consists of 10 agents (P = 10) and each agent tries to speak 10 times in each time step (R = 10). The score of the communication game is computed with the xed parameters: r sp = 3 :0; r rec = 1 :0 a n d r br = 02:0. Note that agents which can speak less acceptable words are beneted for a negative value of r br . It is expected that a variety of the words in a population will increase. All the mutation rates are set at equal value 0:04 (m add = m rep = m del = 0 :04). The maximum length of a word is limited to 6 (M = 6), therefore the number of possible words N all is 126.
Initially, all agents assumed to have the simplest grammar, i.e. a single rule with one symbol in the both hand side. They are classied as type 3 grammars due to Chomsky's hierarchy. A t least, either a rule S!0 or a rule S!1 should be included to derive w ords.
Algorithmic Evolution
We nd that evolution of grammar system is accelerated by t h e characteristic factors, one is a module type evolution and the other one is a loop evolution.
Computational ability of an agent is measured by the ratio of recognizable words to the total number of possible words, i.e.
Computational ability = N(L rec (G i )) N all ; (6) where N(L rec (G i )) is the number of words which the agent G i can recognize. Fig. ? ? represents the example of evolution of the computational ability from the initial network. The computational ability, a s w ell as the number of the distinct words spoken in the network, we call a variety of words, evolves with time.
A tree that displays the derivation path of a given word is called a derivation tree of the word. We put all possible derivation tree of a grammar system in a directed, connected graph. A structure of the graph expresses the algorithm of the grammar. Algorithmic evolution can be seen in the topological changes of this graph. has a weakest ability, h a ving a direct derivation rule S!0 (Fig. ??(a) ). The agent can increase the ability b y the process of the adding mutation. Adding the rule S!1 to a production graph generates a branch structure (Fig. ??(b) ). Further, the adding mutation evolves the multi branch structure (Fig. ??(c) ).
Module Type Evolution. We nd in Fig. ? ? that an agent with the remark- Emergence of Loop Structure. Grammar systems evolved by modules are not evolutionary stable in general. It is overpowered by more powerful grammar systems. Fig. ? ? shows that a new agent with more powerful grammar appears in the population around time step 310. This agent has a loop structure in its grammar system (see Fig. ? ?(e)). A loop structure can derive a potentially innite numbers of words recursively. A grammar with a loop structure is categorized as type 2 grammar or higher one in Chomsky's hierarchy.
Forming Ensemble with Common Word
An upper structure, which is named an Ensemble with Common Word (ECW), emerges in the population of agents. The ensemble consisted of agents which c a n speak and recognize the common words. The other agents which can't speak or recognize the common words are less beneted than those in ECW. When there exists ECW, even an agent of a high ability in a population will die out. At time step 403, an agent with the highest computational ability of the population dies out (see Fig. ? ?). Agents taking too much rewriting steps to recognize words decrease the tness. We indicate this fact by T able ??. T h e rewriting steps to recognize the words at time step 400 are shown in this table.
Agents which cannot recognize frequent w ords in the population will be removed in order. An agent G 306 (agent with ID 306), which has the second highest ability in the population, is removed rst at time step 400. An agent G 276 , which has the highest ability i n t h e population, is removed at time step 403. It cannot recognize the word \00". To stay i n the population, where a word \00" is the most commonly spoken, each agent should speak and recognize this word quickly. An ability to speak a certain frequent w ord quickly should be balanced with an ability to speak many w ords. Numbers in bold font i n T able. ?? represent the largest two rewriting steps to understand the words in the leftmost column. It is clear from this table that it takes much more time for agents G 306 and G 276 than the rest of agents. To take more steps to recognize commonly spoken words is disadvantageous for the agents G 306 and G 276 . If a group containing agents G 306 and G 276 constituted the majority and the words as \001011" or \010101" were the commonly spoken words, agents G 306 and G 276 will take an advantage. Fig. ? ? shows the phylogeny of agents at time step 400. It shows that the group consists of the agents G 276 and G 306 and that of the other agents forms the dierent lines. They form two dierent ECWs. The agents in the major ECW have lower computational ability than those in the minor ECW. Two ECWs conict to survive in the network. Those in the major ECW behave cooperatively as the result by speaking and recognizing common words and get higher scores. At last all agent in the minor ECW is removed from the network. In this way the evolution toward the high computational ability is suppressed by forming ECW.
After removing agents G 306 and G 276 from a network, agents come to compete with each other within the same ECW. Proportional to the number of rewriting steps to recognize the commonly spoken words, the agents are removed from the network. In the ECW, a new agent with the high computational ability will emerge through algorithmic evolution.
Minimum All Mighty
We can make a Minimal All Mighty agent. It is an agent w h i c h can speak and recognize all possible words with the least numberofrules.For example, a Minimal All Mighty agent has the rules such a s :
S ! A; A ! S S ;S! 0; S ! 1 :
This grammar is categorized a s a t ype 2 grammar. It recognizes all the words very quickly and speaks all the words. However, it shows a low v ariety o f w ords because of random adoption from plural tting rules. A Minimal All Mighty agent cannot invade into the system composed of ECW because of lower variety Table 1. This table shows rewriting steps to recognize words (the left most column) spoken at time step 400. Simulation parameters are rsp = 3 :0; r rec = 1 :0andr br = 02:0.
In the second column, the trend of each w ord (frequency of words in the last 10 time steps) is written. Numerals in the rst row are ID of each agent at time step 400 in order that the earlier a agent is removed the lefter it is located. If the agent can't recognize the word, no numerals is put. Bold numerals represent the rst two l o n g e s t steps among agents. of words. In the case of r rec = 1:0; r sp = r br = 0:0, an agent whose grammar contains the rules same as rules in (??) has evolved. For short point s u c h a s l o w variety o f s p e a k i n g w ords has no eect on its tness in this setting.
Punctuated Equilibrium
We h a ve seen that our system shows rapid algorithmic evolution of the grammar systems in certain stages. On the other hand, algorithmic evolution is suppressed by forming ECW. Rapid algorithmic evolution follows quasi-equilibrium stages. Temporal evolution of amounts of handling information therefore shows punctuated equilibrium phenomena (Fig ?? ). Because handling information dened below is sensitive to the formation of ECW. This picture represents the phylogeny o f a g e n ts at time step 400 (in oval boxes) from common ancestor (G226). A number represents ID of each a g e n t. A line is drawn from parent a g e n t (lower) to its osprings (upper). Two genetic series are bifurcated from the common root (G226), the agents G306 and G276 and that of the other agents. They are forming dierent ECW. The agent G306 and G276 are both contained in the left series.
The handling information of the l-th agent is dened as the follows, If an agent g e t s high f l value, which suggests that the agent can recognize words spoken by the others and the agent's speaking words are recognized by the other agents. When some ECWs conict with the other ECWs, the averaged handling information in a population, hf l i = P P l=0 f l =P , does not increase. After some ECWs occupy the whole network, long and new words will again be spoken to and recognized by the agents. Punctuated equilibrium phenomena in the amount o f hf l i is explained by the scenario. In the rst 700 time steps, evolution can be observed. The stepwise changes reect alternate evolution of ECW and the algorithmic evolution.
Summary and Discussion
We h a ve studied the evolution of symbolic grammar, by i n troducing a network model of communicating agents. Each agent has its own grammar system, being expressed as a set of rewriting rules. Via a combination of rules, each agent speaks words to the other agents and tries to recognize words spoken by the other agents. When mutationally dynamics of grammars are introduced, agents' grammar systems change in time. Generally, an agent can speak and recognize more words if it has more rules. Hence agents with more rules can breed more. However the number of recognizable words is not a simple function of the number of rules.
In the present paper, we have shown that two processes are signicant in evolution of grammar systems. One is a module type evolution. If a rule becomes a module, which means that it can be utilized by m a n y w ords to generate nearly twice as many w ords as before. The number of recognizable words rapidly increases when this module emerges in a grammar system. The other one is a loop forming evolution. The grammar possessing a loop structure can derive r ecursively many w ords. It should be noted that a grammar with a loop structure cannot be represented in a tree shape. Namely, the grammar system climbs up Chomsky's hierarchy b y one step from type 3 to type 2. Hence we regard such loop forming evolution as a single algorithmic evolution.
It is often believed that a grammar system in the higher hierarchy will perform better than grammars in the lower hierarchy. I t m a y be argued that agents sharing the highest grammar system will dominate in population sooner or later. This argument w ould be valid if we e v olved a grammar system without a network structure.
But this is not necessarily so for agents forming communication network.
Synergetic behavior of agents generates a macro structure named ECW (Ensemble with Common Words). Within this ensemble, several words are spoken and recognized in common. In order to speak and recognize the common words more quickly, it is wiser to have t h e w ords as single rules (i.e. S ! words). This becomes a restrictive condition for individual grammar systems. That is, any agent t o s u r v i v e in the ensemble has to evolve its rule set within this restriction. This restrictive condition imposed by the ensemble structure disturbs the smooth evolution to the highest ability grammar systems. Therefore all mighty agent, i.e. it can speak and recognize all possible words, is dicult to emerge. The restriction and the algorithmic evolution occur in order, the average handling information shows a punctuated equilibrium evolution.
It is interesting to note that this restriction is not given as an individual rule, but spontaneously emerges from the evolution course of a network. The emergent restriction on each grammar system can be called a net grammar. If we dene grammar as meta rule sets that give restrictions on a possible language set, this ensemble structure can be the example of such grammar. We h a ve succeeded in showing the meta grammar structure and dynamics conducive to understand an actual language system.
